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Abstract—Edge cloud computing is a trending paradigm,
which extends cloud computing by additionally utilizing computing resources at the network edge, e.g., at mobile base stations.
Especially personalized services can be instantiated or migrated
close to end users, which improves the latency and supports user
mobility. However, the placement of the service chains is crucial
for the performance of the services and the energy consumption
of the edge cloud platform, and appropriate algorithms have to
be designed. To support the simulative performance evaluation
of such algorithms, EdgeNetworkCloudSim was developed. It is
an extension of NetworkCloudSim, and allows to simulate and
evaluate the orchestration and consolidation of service chains in
an edge network cloud.
Index Terms—Edge computing, edge cloud network, simulation, performance evaluation, service chain, placement, orchestration, consolidation.
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Cloud computing relies on sharing computing resources
on demand, which allows to elastically scale the resource
utilization according to the workload. Most of the cloud
workloads are applications (software as a service), which have
high computing and network requirements. As the usage of
cloud computing is trending, also the network loads due to
data center trafﬁc are increasing [1]. However, clouds, which
are highly centralized data centers in the core network, are
not optimized for personal services consumed by (mobile)
end users, e.g., in terms of low latency. Therefore, the new
paradigm of edge cloud computing aims to extend cloud
computing by additionally utilizing computing resources at the
network edge, e.g., at mobile base stations. Virtualized cloud
services can be instantiated or migrated at the network edge
close to end users to offer personalized services, support user
mobility, and achieve low latencies.
The EU H2020 project INPUT (In-Network Programmability for next-generation personal cloUd service supporT 1 )
aims to provide a programmable platform for fully virtualized,
personalized cloud services at the network edge, which optimizes both power and performance, and vertically integrates
with cloud computing. The platform is instantiated on distributed network infrastructure (INPUT nodes) and manages
the utilization of the physical resources and the deployment
of services. When a new personal cloud service is requested
by an end user, the whole service chain, composed of the
1 http://www.input-project.eu/,
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speciﬁc service apps and the related back-end network, must
be deployed in the edge network, which is illustrated in
Figure 1. The single service apps composing the service chain
are implemented as virtual machines (VMs), which can be
instantiated and migrated to any INPUT node. Moreover, each
service chain contains a user app on an end device of the user,
which communicates with the service apps from the user’s
personal network, and optional datacenter apps, which can
run in traditional clouds in the core networks.
The placement of the service apps, i.e., the allocation of
VMs to physical servers, of the needed service chains highly
inﬂuences the performance of the services and the energy
consumption of an edge cloud platform. Therefore, appropriate
algorithms for the orchestration and consolidation of service
chains have to be designed and evaluated. As the complexity of
a sufﬁciently large edge cloud platform soon exceeds the applicability of analytic evaluation methods or hardware testbeds,
simulative performance evaluation is a suitable alternative.
This paper presents EdgeNetworkCloudSim, which was developed in the INPUT project based on NetworkCloudSim [2]. It
allows to simulate and evaluate the placement, orchestration,
and consolidation of service chains in an edge network cloud.
Section II presents related simulation frameworks. Section III describes the extensions of NetworkCloudSim to
support service chains and edge networks. Section IV presents
the parameters and metrics of the simulation framework,
and describes an exemplary performance evaluation. Finally,
Section VI concludes.
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II. R ELATED W ORK
For cloud computing, a few simulation frameworks have
already been developed. In the following, an overview of open
source frameworks is given.
GreenCloud [3] is a powerful simulation tool to observe,
measure, and interact with cloud resources. GreenCloud was
developed for energy-aware data centers and is an extension
of the well-known NS2 Network Simulator [4]. It is primarily
focused on communications within the cloud, e.g., all communication processes are simulated at the packet level.
iCanCloud [5] can be used to predict the trade-offs between
cost and performance of a given set of applications executed
in a speciﬁc hardware. It simulates instance types provided
by Amazon EC2 [6] and customized VMs. This framework
has a ﬂexible cloud hypervisor module and provides a userfriendly GUI to ease the generation and customization of
large distributed models. New components can be added to
the repository of iCanCloud to extend its functionality.
CloudSim [7] provides a generalized and extensible simulation framework that enables modeling, simulation, and
experimentation of emerging cloud computing infrastructures
and application services. It has some pre-deﬁned policies for
allocation of host resources to virtual machines, but also
supports user-deﬁned policies. During the simulation, components can be dynamically inserted, stopped, and resumed.
This framework supports virtualized server hosts, energyaware computational resources, and message-passing applications, but lacks a GUI. CloudAnalyst [8] is an extension of
the CloudSim framework, which can be used to model and
evaluate large-scale cloud applications in terms of geographic
distribution of both computing servers and user workload,
such as networking applications. It provides geolocation for
data centers and user distribution on a map of the world. The
simulation is made with the purpose of studying the behavior
of such applications under various deployment conﬁgurations.
It has a very easy to use GUI and the simulation can be
conﬁgured with a high degree of ﬂexibility. The experiments
can be easily repeated since the conﬁguration can be saved in
a ﬁle and restarted by loading that ﬁle. Moreover its output is
graphical, which makes its analysis very easy.
NetworkCloudSim [2] is an extension of CloudSim, and
implements the network layer in CloudSim to also simulate
network trafﬁc. The drawback is that no GUI is available.
However, as NetworkCloudSim brings all the features of
CloudSim, and additionally allows to simulate the underlying
network, it was selected as the base of the edge network cloud
simulation framework.
III. E XTENSION OF N ETWORK C LOUD S IM
Before getting into the actual work, it is important to
understand how NetworkCloudSim works. Therefore, this
section ﬁrst introduces the most important components of
NetworkCloudSim. More details can be obtained from the
original publications [2], [7].
A NetworkDatacenter encapsulates a set of computing
hosts. Switch represents a network entity which can be

conﬁgured as a router or as a switch. Currently, to allow to
create various topologies, three types of switch are available:
root, aggregate, and edge switch. The edge switch is directly
connected to hosts. An aggregate switch connects different
switches. The root switch connects the datacenter to the
Internet. The network can be conﬁgured either through a
BRITE [9] ﬁle or through explicit generation of links between
the entities. Two types of packets can be sent. HostPackets
are transmitted in the virtual network of a single host, and
NetworkPacktes are sent from one server to another.
NetworkHost models a physical computer or storage server.
It hosts and manages NetworkVMs, which represent virtual
machines (VM). They are allocated to hosts according to
a NetworkVmAllocationPolicy. AppCloudlet represents an
application with multiple tasks (NetworkCloudlets). A NetworkCloudlet is a task with various stages of execution, which
runs in a VM. There are four stages, namely, send, receive,
execute, and ﬁnished. They allow the NetworkCloudlet to send
or receive packets to/from other NetworkCloudlets, and process data itself, which can be conﬁgured and implemented by
an event-based logic according to custom requirements. To run
an application, the NetworkDatacenterBroker schedules the
NetworkCloudlets on different VMs. NetworkCloudletScheduler implements a policy, which determines the sharing of
processing power among NetworkCloudlets in a VM.
A. Requirements for Edge Computing Platform
In order to simulate an edge computing platform in the
INPUT project, the simulator must fulﬁll some additional
requirements, which are described in the following.
Services have to be supported, which consist of several
service apps (VMs) that exchange and process data in a speciﬁed order. This means, services are implemented as service
chains, and in the remainder of this paper, these terms will be
used interchangeably. Policies have to be implemented, which
allocate or migrate service chains according to service-level
agreements or energy efﬁciency. Users have to be considered,
which start and interact with the services (inter-arrival time
distributions of service request or service interaction) and
possibly change their locations (user mobility). Services can
be used by users multiple times before the user terminates
the service (service time distribution). Statistics have to be
collected and exported regarding the service chain allocation,
host and network utilization, and energy consumption. They
can be used to evaluate the performance of different orchestration and consolidation policies and investigate trade-offs.
B. Implementation
The ﬁrst implemented extensions introduce service chains,
one user, and new statistics to NetworkCloudSim. Many
classes of NetworkCloudSim needed only minor modiﬁcations, so they will not be discussed here. The remainder of
this section will only explain the major modiﬁcations, and
the features and capabilities they bring into the framework.
Note that multiple users, probabilistic user interactions, and
mobility of users were not implemented yet, but can be easily
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added in the next extension phase. The current source code
of EdgeNetworkCloudSim is available on GitHub2 and can be
used under the Apache License, Version 2.0.
The EdgeService class represents a service chain that can
be started by a user. The service chain deﬁnes the NetworkCloudlets and the corresponding task stages. Thereby,
NetworkCloudlets are bound to one VM each and consume the
allocated resources of the VM exclusively, which is assured
by using a modiﬁed space-shared NetwockCloudletScheduler
of NetworkCloudSim. The NetworkCloudlets of the chain
have typically the following six stages: receive, execute, send,
receive, execute, send. First, the request is received from
the user or the previous NetworkCloudlet. Then, some data
can be processed locally. A new request is sent to the next
NetworkCloudlet (if any). After all NetworkCloudlets of the
chain have forwarded the requests, the responses traverse
the chain backwards. Thus, a NetworkCloudlet receives the
response, it can again compute something locally, and then
send a response to the previous NetworkCloudlet or the user.
Thus, the user only has to start a service chain and send
a request to the ﬁrst NetworkCloudlet. Then, the chain will
process the request as described above and return the result
to the user. The EdgeService also takes care of the VM
management for the given service and starts the required VMs
(one per NetworkCloudlet) in the appropriate data centers
according to the predeﬁned allocation policy. Therefore, different VM allocation policies were implemented, which consider
proximity to the user and available CPU, RAM, storage, and
bandwidth.
The EdgeDatacenterBroker class represents a broker,
which mediates the actions of a user. In NetworkCloudSim,
the broker was responsible for the VM management (creation, destruction, migration) as well as the scheduling of
NetworkCloudlets. In EdgeNetworkCloudSim, this is now the
responsibility of the service chain. However, the broker is now
responsible for the service management. This means, it creates
and starts the user VM and the services of a user and sends
requests to the services on behalf of the user.
To normalize the available VMs, different EdgeVms were
predeﬁned and can be used to specify the size of service apps
easily. Several VmTypes based on the virtual machines available on Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (Amazon EC2) were
implemented as listed in Table I. Nevertheless, other custom
VMs types can be added. Each VM runs a single speciﬁc
NetworkCloudlet. For each of these NetworkCloudlets, the
number of instructions, which have to be executed, and the
amount of data, which is sent by each of them, can be speciﬁed
or computed randomly.
After the deployment of the VMs on different hosts, the
packets of requests and responses have to be routed to the
destination VM (i.e., VM of next/previous NetworkCloudlet
in the service chain, or user VM). Therefore, the FloydWarshall algorithm [10] was implemented to calculate the
delays between all data centers and the next hop matrix. At
2 https://github.com/lsinfo3/EdgeNetworkCloudSim,
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TABLE I: VM Type Deﬁnition
VM Type

CPUs

RAM

T2Nano
T2Small
T2Large
M4XLarge

1
2
4
8

512 MB
2 GB
6 GB
16 GB

the beginning of the simulation, after loading the BRITE ﬁle,
a global (next hop) routing table of the complete topology
is computed and stored. This computation is done only once,
which allows a linear reconstruction of the paths on demand,
minimizing the memory consumption.
IV. S IMULATION E NVIRONMENT, PARAMETERS , AND
M ETRICS
The main purpose of this section is to explain how this
framework is to be used. First, the simulation environment
is described. Then, the speciﬁc parameters, which can be
conﬁgured, are presented. Finally, the results are outlined,
which can be obtained from a simulation run.
A. Simulation Environment
As this framework is an extension of NetworkCloudSim
[2], which was implemented in Java, a Java Development
Kit (JDK) and optionally an integrated development environment (IDE) are needed to conﬁgure the simulation. Java
is not speciﬁc to any processor or operating system, thus,
EdgeNetworkCloudSim can be run on mostly all operating
systems (Linux/Mac/Windows) with a Java Runtime Environment (JRE). Simulation runs can be started on a console or
within an IDE.
B. Parameters
In order to use this framework, the user ﬁrst has to set up the
investigated system and its entities, and deﬁne the evaluation
scenario. First of all, the edge resources have to be deﬁned.
Therefore, the edge data centers (DC) are created. Each
DC has a name, a number of hosts, which have predeﬁned
resources (i.e., CPU, RAM, storage), and a VM allocation
policy. The internal network of the edge resources has to be
deﬁned as well. For this purpose, the type and number of
switches that are going to be used as well as the links between
them have to be speciﬁed. The links and their characteristics
(i.e., capacity and delay) are deﬁned in a BRITE ﬁle, and then
the end points of the deﬁned links have to be mapped to the
simulation entities (hosts and switches).
The next step is to deﬁne the user, who is represented by the
EdgeDatacenterBroker, and the services he intends to start in
the edge cloud. For simulating the user, a dedicated user DC
has to be created to ensure that only the user VM but no service
VMs are allocated in that DC. Then, the services have to be
deﬁned and added to the service list of the broker. The service
chain of each service has to be manually set up by specifying
the VM type and their order in the service chain, creating
the corresponding NetworkCloudlets, deﬁning the task stages
of each NetworkCloudlet. This includes the deﬁnition of the
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number of instructions, which have to be processed in the
execution stages, and the amount of data, which are sent in
the send stages of each NetworkCloudlet. These numbers can
be set statically or follow probability distributions.
As the implementation of the framework is ongoing, the
framework will support multiple users and user mobility in
the next extension phase. Therefore, several dedicated user
DCs will be instantiated, which can host many user VMs.
These user VMs can optionally be moved among the user
DCs according to mobility patterns. Moreover, the current
static service instantiation and interaction will be extended
to support also probabilistic user interactions. This means,
services can be started by users according to speciﬁc service
inter-arrival time distributions and these services usage time
follows speciﬁc service time distributions. Also within these
service usage phase, the requests, which are sent by the user
to the service, can follow certain request inter-arrival time
distributions.
C. Metrics
The goal of a simulation is to evaluate the performance of
orchestration or consolidation policies in different scenarios.
After the scenario has been deﬁned, the simulation runs are
performed, and several metrics can be obtained. This section
explains what kind of metrics are produced and what they can
be used for.
Several information about the simulation environment itself
are collected to check the orderly execution of the simulation
runs. This includes the start and end time of the simulation run,
whether the entities (hosts and switches) were initialized, and
the network was successfully activated. Also the infrastructure
of the edge cloud is monitored. Therefore, the hosts and links
regularly log their utilization. This allows to compute the
energy consumption of the current allocation by adding energy
models for the simulated entities.
The framework also monitors the service placement and
request processing. Therefore, it logs the checks that were
performed to allocate a VM according to the VM allocation
policy and if and why the allocation failed for the checked
hosts (e.g., due to insufﬁcient CPU or RAM on the target
host). Finally, it stores the data center in which the VMs of
a service were created, or whether VMs, and thus, the whole
service chains, could not be instantiated. If a service chain
was successfully placed, EdgeNetworkCloudSim monitors the
start and end of each VM, as well as each stage of the
NetworkCloudlets. Thereby, it can be monitored how long
each request was processed by a single service app or the
whole service chain. Finally, the EdgeDatacenterBroker logs
the times and types of the user interactions, i.e., the start of a
service and the corresponding requests and responses.
As the framework does not have a GUI, the logs are output
to the console or to a text or CSV ﬁle, depending on the needs
and the way the data will be evaluated. A built-in custom
logger gives the user the possibility to redirect the output to a
ﬁle in a custom format.

V. E XEMPLARY P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
In order to show how the framework shall be used, this
section presents a simple example. Figure 2a shows the scheme
of the edge network topology for this example. This topology
contains ﬁve data centers (DCs), four of the DCs are for
running the services and one DC for the user himself. To
simulate the user, he has to be located in a dedicated DC,
which hosts the user VM for sending requests to the services
in the edge cloud network. For simplicity, each DC contains
one host with 4 CPUs, 8 GB RAM, and 1 TB storage.
The interconnection of the edge cloud network has to be
implemented by choosing the appropriate switch and link
types. The hosts in each DC are connected to an EdgeSwitch
with a 10 Gbps connection with 0 ms delay to model high
speed connections within DCs. The DCs are connected to
AggregateSwitches with a 50 Gbps cable and 10 ms delay,
and the AggregateSwitches are interconnected with 100 Gbps
links and 50 ms delay. The resulting implemented topology
can be found in Figure 2b. It ensures that on each link of
the scheme of the network topology, the simulated packets
traverse one switch in the implemented topology.

(a) Scheme of network topology

(b) Implemented network topology

Fig. 2: Network topology of exemplary evaluation scenario
Listing 1 shows the BRITE ﬁle used to conﬁgure this
network. It contains 13 nodes and 15 edges (some lines of
the ﬁle have been left out for simplicity). The list of nodes
contains the node ID in the ﬁrst column, which is the only
ﬁeld used by the simulation framework at the moment. The
list of edges has an edge ID in the ﬁrst column, the source
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node ID in the second column, and the destination node
ID in the third column. Moreover, the delay (in ms) and
capacity (in kBps) are speciﬁed in the ﬁfth and sixth column
respectively. The other ﬁelds of the BRITE ﬁle are not used by
EdgeNetworkCloudSim yet, but can be later used to specify
the x and y position of nodes, the indegree and outdegree,
the autonomous systems, or the node and link types [9]. The
entities then have to be deﬁned and mapped to the nodes
conﬁgured in Listing 1.
Listing 1: Excerpt from BRITE network conﬁguration ﬁle
T o p o l o g y : ( 13 Nodes , 15 Edges )
...
Nodes : ( 13
0 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 2 2 2 1
2 2 3 3 3 1
...

)

RT NONE
RT NONE
RT NONE

Edges : ( 15 )
0 0 1 3.16 0.0
1 1 2 5.09 10.0
2 3 4 1.41 0.0
3 2 4 6.00 10.0
4 2 5 5.09 50.0
...

1250000.0
6250000.0
1250000.0
6250000.0
12500000.0

1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

E
E
E
E
E

RT
RT
RT
RT
RT

U
U
U
U
U

In this exemplary performance evaluation, two service
chains will be placed consisting of VMs deﬁned in Table I. The
service chain of Service 1 consists of two sequential T2Nano
VMs followed by a T2Small VM, Service 2 uses a T2Small,
a T2Nano, and a T2Large VM in this speciﬁed order. The
user will request Service 1 (A), Service 2 (B), and a second
instance of Service 1 (C). The policy to place the VMs in
the edge network cloud is the VmAllocationPolicyCpu,
which will try to allocate the VMs of a service chain one after
another. All data centers are checked if they can host the VM
according to its requirements. Then, the placement policy will
prefer the data center with the lowest delay and the host with
the smallest number of CPUs allocated. Since the user and
his corresponding broker are located in the user DC (#13),
the closest data center is DC #2, in which all services try to
start their VMs ﬁrst. Service A can be completely allocated
to DC #2 as the resources of the host are sufﬁcient for all
three VMs of the service. The second service chain (B) fails
to allocate its ﬁrst VMs in DC #2 because no more CPUs are
available. Thus, it places the T2Small and the T2Nano VMs
on DC #4, which is the next close DC (together with DC #6).
The T2Large VM needs 4 CPUs, which are not available on
DC #4, but on DC #6. Finally, the third service chain succeeds
to start its ﬁrst T2Nano on DC #4, and the other two VMs
have to be started in DC #8. An overview of the placement is
given in Table II.
After the start of the services, the user can now send requests
to the services. In order to show the impact of the network

TABLE II: Placement of VMs in data centers
Entity

VM Type

VM ID

DC ID

User
Service A

T2Nano
T2Nano
T2Nano
T2Small
T2Small
T2Nano
T2Large
T2Nano
T2Nano
T2Small

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

13
2
2
2
4
4
6
4
8
8

Service B
Service C

conﬁguration in the framework, the service time of the baseline
conﬁguration and three modiﬁed conﬁgurations are compared.
Note that only one simulation run was conducted per conﬁguration because this exemplary performance evaluation is
completely deterministic. This means, in each simulation run,
the user sent one request to each service, and the services
processed a deterministic number of instructions in each VM.
Also the amount of data transmitted between the user and the
service chain, and between the VMs within a service chain is
ﬁxed to 1 GB. This deterministic evaluation scenario allows to
explicitly calculate the service times of each service depending
on its placement, and thus, to verify the simulation framework.
In a real performance evaluation, multiple mobile users have
to be considered, as well as probabilistic service requests and
request sizes.
Figure 3a shows that the baseline service times of all three
services (black bars) are similar but slightly increasing from
service A to C. This is expected as more links have to be
traversed by packets of services, which are more distant to the
user (service B and C). The ﬁgure also shows a comparison
between the baseline and a conﬁguration, in which the user
and services have to send twice as much data (2 GB) as in
the baseline conﬁguration (1 GB, yellow bars). It can be seen
the service time of each service increases, because the data
transmission in the network takes longer.
Also when the link delay is doubled, the packets need more
time on each link. This affects all service times negatively,
which is shown in Figure 3b. Again the baseline is depicted
in black, while the results of the modiﬁed conﬁguration are
plotted as yellow bars. It can be seen that service A is
least affected as only four transmissions (from user DC via
AggregateSwitch 1 to DC #2 and back) are needed. In contrast,
packets of service B and C traverse much more links, which
causes the higher increase of the service time.
Finally, Figure 3c compares the baseline (black) to a conﬁguration with double link bandwidths (yellow). The bars
show that the service times slightly improve. Services, which
send packets over more links, beneﬁt more from the double
bandwidth. Note that for all service times presented in Figure 3, the obtained results from the simulation exactly matched
the computed service times of this deterministic performance
evaluation scenario.
To sum up, this exemplary performance evaluation showed
how to conﬁgure EdgeNetworkCloudSim for a speciﬁc evalu-
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Fig. 3: Comparison of service times for baseline conﬁguration and modiﬁed conﬁguration
ation scenario. The obtained evaluation results conﬁrmed that
placement algorithms for edge clouds have a huge impact on
the overall performance of an edge cloud. Already for this
simple example with a single user and static service requests,
the placement of a particular service chain determined how
different network conditions differently affected the service
times. In future work, more complex simulative evaluations
have to be conducted, which investigate the performance of
edge service placement algorithms in more detail, for example,
in terms of resource and energy utilization of hosts, service
quality, and placement algorithm computation time. Therefore,
EdgeNetworkCloudSim proved to be a valuable tool, which
can be easily customized to the needed evaluation scenarios.

probabilistic user interactions, and mobility of users will be
added. Then, the framework will be a valuable tool, which
is used in the INPUT project to compare the performance of
placement strategies for service chains on edge clouds. The
goal is to assess the different orchestration and consolidation
approaches (e.g., heuristics, linear programs) in terms of run
time to compute the placements, and goodness of placements,
i.e., trade-offs between service quality and energy efﬁciency.

VI. C ONCLUSION

R EFERENCES

This paper presented EdgeNetworkCloudSim, an extension
of NetworkCloudSim [2], which allows to simulate the orchestration and consolidation of service chains in an edge cloud
environment. The extension introduces users, service chains,
and service request processing, which is implemented as a
combination of local processing and forwarding of requests
and responses along the service chain. The framework allows
to specify the edge cloud resources, the network topology, the
user interactions, and the VM allocation policies. The results
of a simulation run allow to evaluate the resource utilization
and service processing according to energy efﬁciency and
service-level agreements.
An exemplary performance evaluation has been presented
to show how the simulation framework can be conﬁgured.
Moreover, the impact of different network conﬁgurations on
the service times of the placed services was investigated. It
could be seen that, depending on the particular placement of
a service chain, the service time was impacted differently by
the different network conﬁgurations. Thus, placement algorithms for service chains have a huge impact on the overall
performance of an edge cloud, and need to be evaluated and
optimized.
As the implementation of EdgeNetworkCloudSim is ongoing, the current implementation only supports one user and
static service requests. In the next extension phase, which will
be published in a few months, the support for multiple users,
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